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We study the thermodynamical properties of a class of asymptotically conical (AC) geometries
known as ”subtracted geometries”. We derive the mass and angular momentum from the regulated
Komar Integral and the Hawking-Horowitz prescription and show that they are equivalent. By
deriving the asymptotic charges we show that the Smarr formula and the first law of thermodynamics
hold. We also propose an analog of Christodulou-Ruffini inequality. The analysis can be generalized
to other AC geometries.
INTRODUCTION
Black holes behave as thermodynamic objects. The
thermodynamic properties of black holes are determined
by the behavior of their geometry at the asymptotics due
to the nature of spacetime curvature. The case of black
holes in asymptotically flat spacetimes is very well under-
stood [1] and is straightforward. On the other hand, the
case of black holes in asymptotically non-zero negative
cosmological constant (anti-deSitter (AdS) spacetime)
possess new thermodynamic features, crucial in studies of
gravity/field theory duality. In general, in fundamental
theories where physical constants such as Yukawa cou-
plings, gauge coupling constants or Newton constant as
well as the cosmological constant arise as vacuum ex-
pectation values of scalar fields and hence can vary, the
thermodynamic laws are changed to include these vari-
ations (see, e.g., [2]). These ”constants” are thought of
as the vacuum expectation values of fields at asymptotic
infinity, and their variation can lead to new insights into
thermodynamic behavior of gravitational systems, which
can play an important role in the study of gravity/field
theory duality.
In this letter we focus on the study of thermodynamic
properties of geometries which are asymptotically conical
(AC). The fields supporting such geometries, instead of
becoming constant at spatial infinity, vary as a function
of radial distance at infinity. These geometries have very
different asymptotic structure compared to the asymp-
totically flat and asymptotically AdS case. Their ther-
modynamics has not been explored in detail, and new in-
sights there would provide a starting point for the study
of gravity/field theory duality for AC spacetimes. The
spacetime metrics have the asymptotic form:
ds2 = −Y 2pdt2 +B2dY 2 + Y 2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) , (0.1)
where p and B are constants.These AC metrics have the
special properties that their radial distance BY is a non-
trivial multiple of the area distance Y and their spa-
tial metric restricted to the equatorial plane is that of
a flat two-dimensional cone. The energy density of such
metrics typically falls off as inverse squared of the ra-
dial distance and thus the geometry cannot have a finite
total energy. Bisnovatyi-Kogan-Zeldovich’s gas sphere
[3, 4], Barriola-Vilenkin Global Monopole [5], the near
horizon geometry of an extreme black hole in Einstein-
Dilaton-Maxwell gravity, a black hole containing a global
monopole and the cosmic string metric outside the string
are all examples of asymptotically conical metrics. In
this letter we study the thermodynamics of a special
class of metrics of the asymptotic form (0.1), known as
the ”subtracted geometries” with p = 3, B = 4, and
Y = (8m3r)
1
4 . The thermodynamics of these geometries
is not known and we show that the subtleties lie in deriv-
ing the mass, asymptotic charges and gauge fields there.
The conclusions here are generalizable to other cases of
AC geometries and thus are of broader interest.
Subtracted geometries are asymptotically conical black
hole solutions of N=2 supergravity theories coupled to
three vector super multiplets [6, 7]. (For further details
see [8] and references therein.) They are obtained when
one omits certain terms from the warp factor of the met-
2ric of the general, asymptotically flat black hole solutions
of the same theory. The radial part of the separable wave
equation of a minimally coupled scalar field can now be
solved by hypergeometric functions and thus possesses
conformal symmetry. Furthermore, the entropy, temper-
ature and angular velocity of the original black hole re-
main unchanged. However, the subtracted geometry is
asymptotically conical with a Lifshitz type symmetry (a
diffeomorphism under which the pull-back metric goes
into a constant multiple of itself), with time and radial
distance scaling differently.1 The subtracted geometries
can be treated physically as black holes confined in an
asymptotically conical box [9]. The origin of this confine-
ment property is that the square root of the time com-
ponent of the metric is directly propotional to Y p. This
property is similar to the confining behavior of asymp-
totically AdS spacetimes.
The Lagrangian density of this N=2 supergravity cou-
pled to the three vector multiplets, also known as the
STU-model is given by [13]:
L4 = R ∗1− 1
2
∗dϕi ∧ dϕi − 1
2
e2ϕi ∗dχi ∧ dχi
− 1
2
e−ϕ1 (eϕ2−ϕ3 ∗F1 ∧ F1 + eϕ2+ϕ3 ∗F2 ∧ F2
+ e−ϕ2+ϕ3 ∗F1 ∧ F1 + e−ϕ2−ϕ3 ∗F2 ∧ F2)
− χ1 (F1 ∧ F1 + F2 ∧ F2) , (0.2)
where the index i ranges over 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. The four field
strengths in terms of potentials are given by:
F1 = dA1 − χ2 dA2 , F1 = dA1 + χ3 dA2 , F2 = dA2 ,
F2 = dA2 + χ2 dA1 − χ3 dA1 + χ2 χ3 dA2 . (0.3)
The four-charge rotating black hole metric is [13, 14] 2 :
ds2 = −∆−
1
2
0 G(dt+A)2 +∆
1
2
0 (
dr2
X
+ dθ2+
X
G
sin2 θdφ2),
(0.4)
where 3:
X = r2 − 2mr + a2 ,
G = r2 − 2mr + a2c2θ ,
A = 2mas
2
θ
G
[(Πc −Πs)r + 2mΠs] dφ , (0.5)
1 Geometries with such a non-standard scaling of time have re-
cently attracted a lot of attention for the application of grav-
ity/field theory duality to condensed matter systems.(See, e.g.,
[10–12] and references therein.).
2 The four gauge potentials and three axio-dilaton fields are given
in [13]. For the subtracted geometry analysis we can take the
gauge potentials A1 = A2 = A3 ≡ A for gauge field strengths
∗F1 = F2 = ∗F1 ≡ F and A4 ≡ A for F2 ≡ F . The gauge
potential definitions of this letter differ from the ones used in
[9, 13] by a factor of 1/2 to comply with standard literature
convention.
3 sθ ≡ sin θ, cθ ≡ cos θ, sI ≡ sinh δI , cI ≡ cosh δI , s2I ≡ sinh 2δI ,
c2I ≡ cosh 2δI , Πc ≡
∏
4
I=1
cI and Πs ≡
∏
4
I=1
sI .
and
∆0 =
4∏
I=1
(r + 2ms2I) + 2a
2c2θ[r
2 +mr
4∑
I=1
s2I (0.6)
+4m2(Πc −Πs)Πs − 2m2
∑
I<J<K
s2Is
2
Js
2
K ] + a
4c4θ .
The physical parameters (mass M , angular momentum
J and charges QI) of the general four-charge black hole
are parametrized in terms of auxiliary constants m, a, δI
as:
M =
1
4
m
3∑
I=0
c2I , QI =
1
4
ms2I , J = ma (Πc −Πs) ,
(0.7)
The subtraction procedure corresponds to replacing the
“warp factor” ∆0 with ∆, where:
∆ = (2m)3r(Π2c −Π2s)+ (2m)4Π2s− (2ma)2(Πc−Πs)2c2θ ,
(0.8)
while keeping everything else unchanged. Importantly,
this leaves the global structure unchanged, with two hori-
zons at r± = m ±
√
m2 − a2, with the same area and
surface gravity there. (For the most general rotating
black holes of the STU model with one more indepen-
dent charge parameter [15], the subtracted geometry was
obtained and analyzed in [16].)Therefore the entropy S,
temperature T and angular potential Ω of the subtracted
geometry remain the same as in the full geometry and are
given by:
S =2πm
[
(Πc +Πs)m+ (Πc −Πs)
√
m2 − a2
]
,
T =
κ+
2π
, Ω = κ+
a√
m2 − a2 , (0.9)
where
1
κ+
= 2m
[
m√
m2 − a2 (Πc +Πs) + (Πc −Πs)
]
. (0.10)
The values of the fields sourcing the subtracted geometry
are however changed. The gauge fields at θ = 0 at the
outer horizon r+ are given by:
A(r+) =2m
2[(2m)2ΠcΠs + a
2(Πc −Πs)2]
R4
dt , (0.11)
A(r+) =
m− r+
4m(Π2c −Π2s)
1
3
dt
−ma
2 (Πc −Πs)[ r+ (Πc −Πs) + 2mΠs ]
(Π2c −Π2s)
1
3R4
dt ,
where at the outer horizon r+ = m +
√
m2 − a2, R4 =
(2m)2[m(Πc + Πs) +
√
m2 − a2(Πc − Πs)]2. The gauge
of these gauge fields is uniquely fixed by the scaling limit
discussed below. (The gauge potentials at θ 6= 0 can be
found in [9].) The three dilatons and axions are given by,
eϕ ≡ eϕ1,2,3 = (2m)
2(Π2c −Π2s)
2
3
R2
, (0.12)
3and
χ ≡ χ1 = −χ2 = χ3 = −a(Πc −Πs)
1/3
cθ
2m
, (0.13)
respectively. These three axio-dilaton fields are also fixed
by the scaling limit. The asymptotic charges can then be
easily obtained from the Gauss law,
Q = mΠcΠs
Π2c −Π2s
, Q = m(Π2c −Π2s)
1
3 . (0.14)
An important point to notice here is that the dilatons
have a spatial dependence. This forces the gauge cou-
pling constants to run logarithmically in the radial di-
rection not even stabilizing at infinity. This is an impor-
tant feature that the subtracted geometries share with
Dilaton-Maxwell theory when a limit of vanishing New-
tons constant is taken.
THERMODYNAMICS
The definitions of mass and angular momentum are
heavily dependent on the asymptotics of the curved ge-
ometry. Let us start by studying the mass of our sub-
tracted geometry first. We can afford here to deal with
the static case a = 0 since mass is defined independent of
rotation. We can parameterize our static geometry by:
ds2 = −N2dt2 +N−2dr2 +R2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) , (0.15)
where N = X
1
2∆−
1
4 and R = ∆
1
4 . In the Hawking-
Horowitz prescription [17] the mass is given by:
MHH = − 1
8π
∫
St→∞
N(K −K0) dΩ , (0.16)
where dΩ = R2 sin θdθdφ, K is the extrinsic curvature of
the boundary two sphere and K0 in our case, will be the
extrinsic curvature of the two-sphere embedded in asymp-
totically conical geometry. Up to O(r−1) corrections we
can show that N ∼ rR−10 , St ∼ 4πR20, R ∼ R0(1 +
mΠ2s([2r(Π
2
c − Π2s)]−1) and R0 ≡ (2m)
3
4 r
1
4 (Π2c − Π2s)
1
4 .
Calculating the Hawking-Horowitz mass, we get:
MHH =
m
4
Π2c +Π
2
s
Π2c −Π2s
. (0.17)
Next we would like to check that the Komar mass for-
mula gives us the same results as the Hawking-Horowitz
formalism. The Komar mass is defined as:
MK = − 1
8π
∫
St→∞
⋆dζ(t) , (0.18)
where ζ(t) is the time-like Killing vector. In the static
subtracted geometry ζ(t) is given by −X∆− 12 dt. One
can show that:
MK =
3
4
r − 1
2
m
(
Π2c − 2Π2s
)
Π2c −Π2s
+O(
1
r2
) , (0.19)
which diverges linearly with r. The appearance of this
divergence is one of the most important features that sep-
arates the asymptotically conical case with the asymp-
totically flat case. We can however show that this di-
vergence gets regulated once we take the asymptotic
gauge fields and charges into account. Defining, Hµν =
∇µζν(t) −∇νζµ(t) allows us to show that:
∇µHµν = −16π(T νµ − 12Tδνµ)ζµ(t) . (0.20)
Using the above relation for the case of static electrically
charged subtracted geometry, we obtain:
∇r
(
Hrt + 8π[3eϕF rtAt(r) + e
−3ϕFrtAt(r)]
)
= 0 ,
(0.21)
As St → ∞, At(r) → 0 and thus only the term with
At(r) contributes. Furthermore we can identify that
R2eϕF rt = Q, and thus obtain:
MKreg =MK + 3QAt(r) =MK(r) +
3
4 (m− r) , (0.22)
whereMK is the unregulated Komar mass. Therefore the
terms linear in r cancel and the regulated Komar mass
is:
MKreg =MHH , (0.23)
i.e. the Komar formula gives the same result as the one
obtained through the Hawking-Horowitz formalism.
We can also write the explicit expression of MHH in
terms of the reducible mass M2irr ≡ S4pi , Q and Q:
MHH =
1
4
(
M4irr
Q3
+
Q2Q3
M4irr
)
. (0.24)
This formula can be used to give an analogue of the
Christodoulou-Ruffini inequality (0.33) for our case,
telling us the bound on how much mass of the black hole
can be converted into energy.
Now we can move to define the angular momentum
and study the a 6= 0 case. In the Hawking-Horowitz
formalism the angular momentum is given by:
JHH = − 1
8π
∫
St→∞
(Kab −Khab)NarbdΩ . (0.25)
where a, b run over r, θ, φ. hab is the induced metric on
the constant time hypersurface, Na is the shift vector
and ra is the unit normal to the boundary two sphere.
In the axially symmetric case of subtracted geometry the
second term does not contribute because hab does not
have a φr-component. On the other hand the Komar
integral for the angular momentum is given by:
JK =
1
16π
∫
St→∞
∇µζν(φ)dSµν , (0.26)
where ζµ(φ) is the rotational Killing vector and the area
element dSµν = −2n[µrν]dΩ with nµ = eµana and rµ =
4eµar
a being the time-like and space-like normals to the
surface St. We can show the equality of (0.25) and (0.26)
by employing:
∇µζν(φ)nµrν = KabNanb . (0.27)
It is a simple exercise to show:
JHH = JK = J ≡ am(Πc −Πs) . (0.28)
Once we have defined mass and angular momentum we
can easliy show that the Smarr law:
MHH = 2TS +At(r+)Q+ 3At(r+)Q+ 2JΩ , (0.29)
and the first law of thermodynamics:
dMHH = T dS+At(r+) dQ+3At(r+) dQ+Ω dJ , (0.30)
continue to hold for our geometry. This gives us further
confidence in our definitions of the mass and angular mo-
mentum. Another important point to notice is that in
order for these laws to be obeyed, the gauge fixing of the
fields was crucial and was uniquely fixed by the scaling
limit.
SCALING LIMIT
There are two ways to obtain the subtracted geome-
tries starting from the original ones. Firstly they can
be obtained by applying the Harrison transformations
[9, 18, 19] and secondly it can also be obtained via the
scaling limit [9]. In this section we apply the scaling
limit to the mass and angular momentum formulae ob-
tained in the original black hole calculations and see how
they agree with the subtracted geometry answers that
we obtained above by direct calculations. The limit is
implemented by means of the following scalings:
m→ mǫ, r → r ǫ, t→ t ǫ−1, a→ a ǫ , (0.31)
sinh2 δ1,2,3 → (Π
2
c −Π2s)
1
3
ǫ
4
3
, sinh2 δ4 → Π
2
s
(Π2c −Π2s)
.
The scaling limit ensures that the entropy, the surface
gravity, the angular velocity and the angular momen-
tum are the same as those of the asymptotically flat
black hole, with the result for the angular momentum
confirmed by the independent calculation above. The
matching of the mass formula is however more involved.
The mass of the original four-charge STU black hole is
given by: M = 14m
∑
I cosh 2δI . Its scaling limit is:
M
ε
=
3m
2
(Π2c −Π2s)
1
3
ε
4
3
+
m
4
Π2c +Π
2
s
Π2c −Π2s
+
3m
4
. (0.32)
In the scaling limit the gauge potentials A1,2,3 acquire an
infinite constant term, not included in (0.12), which along
with the large charges Q1,2,3 ensure that in the Smarr
relation, the product of original charges Qi = m sinh 2δi
with Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) contain divergent parts which cancel
the divergent part in (0.32). Furthermore the constant
term 3m4 in (0.32) is cancelled by a product of the sub-
leading contribution in Q1,2,3 and the divergent part of
A1,2,3. The remaining contributions are due to the pre-
cisely quoted charges (0.14) and gauge potentials (0.12),
thus verifying that the mass of the subtracted geometry
is indeed MHH .
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
It should be noted that our successful extension of a
coherent black hole thermodynamic theory involving ap-
propriately defined asymptotic charges to the case of sub-
tracted geometries depends crucially on taking seriously
their asymptotically conical nature. This differs both
qualitatively and quantitatively from the the standard
asymptotically flat and asymptotically AdS cases. Nev-
ertheless the end result shares the universal features of
those cases and gives further support to the idea that
there are microscopic states or degrees of freedom (possi-
bly stringy) counted by the entropy of black holes and the
number of such states is insensitive to which environment
they find themselves in.
Our analysis also resulted in the explicit expression
(0.24) for MHH in terms of Mirr, Q and Q. This expres-
sion lends itself to propose an analog of the Christodulou-
Ruffini inequality [20]:
MHH ≥ 1
4
(
M4irr
Q3
+
Q2Q3
M4irr
)
. (0.33)
Such an inequality can be tested, at least in time sym-
metric data context [21] by taking the scaling limit of the
initial data results for the STU model.
Furthermore for these initial data, the Einstein-Rosen
Bridge structure is manifest from eq.(2.24) and eq.(2.25)
of [8] where the reflection map of Kruskal-Szekeres
coordinates (U, V ) → (−U,−V ) is an isometry that
leaves the radial coordinate r invariant but fixes the
U = const.V surfaces, which in regions I and IV
are constant time surfaces. Thus the initial data of
the asymptotically conical 3-metrics has to be joined
by an Einstein-Rosen throat. Further study of these
properties of the subtracted geometry is of great interest.
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